Abstract. With the development of vehicle communication technologies, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) achieve communication through short distance communication technology. However, the privacy of vehicles and messages are vulnerable attacked by adversary due to the dynamic network topology. To enhance the security of VANETs, a privacy protection mechanism is designed based on secrete sharing. The mechanism allows vehicles to use pseudonym to protect its privacy, and the exchange entropy is as a measure to evaluate the exchange conditions of the pseudonym to avoid the continuous tracking by the attackers; the message security can be protected by secret sharing. The security and performance analysis are carried out to demonstrate that our scheme can reduce the risk of message leakage and better protect the VANETs' privacy.
Introduction
As an important part of intelligent transport system (ITS) [1] , vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) can achieve emergency vehicle warnings, curve speed warnings, pedestrian crossing warnings to improve driving experience and road traffic safety. In many networks, security is an important issue that needs to be considered [2] [3] [4] . Similarly, the security of vehicles and messages also is an important factor for popularization of VANETs.
In order to prevent the information of messages from being lost or tampered during the process of transmission in VANETs, the asymmetric encryption technology is used in traditional privacy protection mechanism [5] . However, its shortcoming is that the key is also easily destroyed in the transmission process. Therefore, even if a vehicle holds a legal key, it still can not get messages through decryption. Besides, since the wireless media has open features in VANETs and the vehicle sub-netwoks are composed of many moving vehicles in self-organized manner, which causes some vehicles to be attacked. These attacks including attacker tracking the vehicles, stealing or tampering with the messages, transmitting fake messages in a forged identity, etc., make a serious threat to the privacy of vehicles.
To ensure the security of VANETs, and improve the utilization rate of message, an effective privacy protection mechanism is proposed in this paper, which uses the pseudonym exchange and secrete sharing. And the main contributions of this article are as follows:
(1) The method is proposed based on pseudonym and pseudonym exchange in this paper, and pseudonym exchange conditions are obtained according to the exchange entropy. So the vehicle privacy disclosure can be reduced.
(2) The leakage probability can be reduced. To prevent the related information is inferred by attackers from the messages and the participated vehicles information, the secret share scheme is adopted in our scheme. Therefore, although attackers obtain some message pieces, they still can not recover the origin message.
(3) The utilization rate of message can be improved in our scheme. Due to the message pieces will are recovered in application provider (AP), and then the complete message can be sent to vehicles by AP.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II summarizes the related work. Section III presents the system and attack model, security goal. Section IV describes the privacy and security protection methods. The security and performance analysis are provided in Section V and VI, separately. Finally, this paper is summarized in Section VII.
Related works
Recently, the security protection of VANETs has been widely researched by both domestic and foreign researchers.
To prevent attackers from stealing vehicle privacy, the update of pseudonym is one of the effective methods to solve the problem that attackers keep tracking vehicles in VANETs. However, the privacy will not be protected if vehicles change pseudonym at inappropriate time or place, because that attackers can easily associate the new pseudonym with the previously used pseudonyms [6] [7] . Beresford [8] first proposed the concept of Mix-zone in 2003, referring to the area of changing pseudonym. Buttyán et al. [9] first used the Mix-zone method into vehicle networks in 2007. They divided the road network model into observable and unobservable areas for attackers, and vehicles need to stop sending messages to refresh pseudonym in the unobservable areas. However, those approaches is at the expense of network performance to enhance the flexible of Mix-zone.
In order to protect the security of messages, a message protection method is devised in [10] . However, this scheme only randomly sends fragment messages to adjacent vehicles, and the vehicles reliability can not be ensured. Hence, the message may be discarded by malicious vehicles that will increase the probability of incomplete messages. To improve the decryption efficiency, the paper [11] adopts encryption technology, which part of the ciphertexts are handed over to the road side unites (RSUs) for decryption by the destination vehicle, but it will cause unnecessary communication overhead.
System model
The architecture of VANETs consists of trust authority (TA), RSUs, on board units (OBUs) and a AP. Specifically, the TA is responsible for the registration and key generation of network entities in VANETs. The RSUs as the communication relays are deployed on both sides of road or at road intersection. An OBU is a wireless communication device installed in vehicle, and AP can support safety related applications.
In this network, attackers may track the legitimate vehicles according to the information obtained, and send false messages by faking legal vehicles. Besides, As mentioned above, security and privacy protection play a key role in the acceptance and promotion of VANETs. The safety requirements of vehicle anonymity and message verification are designed in this paper. Anonymity is that the true identity of the vehicles should be anonymized by RSUs and other vehicles excepting the TA and themselves. Any third party should not reveal the true identity by the multiple messages from legal vehicles and the multiple messages from legal vehicles should not be revealed by any third party. Besides, the message authentication means that the AP can verify that certain messages are actually sent by legitimate vehicles without any modified or forged.
Our scheme

System key generation
The TA generates a set of public parameters   , , G q g , the G is a finite element addition cycle group of order q and a generator g in G. And then, TA will chooses a random number * q s Z  as the private key of the system and the public key (PK) of the system is calculated by PK s g   . Besides, the hash function is an important tool for protecting messages from preventing replay attacks during message forwarding. The hash functions   
 can be regarded as system public parameters, and it is published to each RSUs and vehicles. Based on  , TA executes the key generation and registration processes of entities in VANETs.
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Dynamic updating of vehicle pseudonym
The proposed scheme uses the pseudonym to ensure that the identity of a legitimate vehicle can not be obtained by attackers.
Specifically, the TA can generate a pseudonym identity (PID) for i v by utilizing the  . However, it is easy for the attackers to track and disclose the privacy of the trajectory if the pseudonym is used for a long time. Therefore, it needs to update the pseudonym. The exchange entropy is proposed in this paper as a control tool, and it is defined as the strength of location privacy protection for vehicle.
An anonymous set of vehicles in a pseudonym exchange area is denoted as   
log ( )
The exchange entropy is 0 if i v exchanges pseudonym with an attacker; otherwise, the exchange entropy after times of pseudonym exchanging is derived by
So, the condition for vehicle to participate in pseudonym exchange can be represented by
The vehicles that satisfied with the equation (3) (3) If the exchange condition equation (3) is satisfied, send out the pseudonym exchange confirmation message; otherwise, it will broadcast the pseudonym exchange confirmation message to indicate that it tends to abandon the chance.
Message fragmentation process
The Shamir's   , , k a a   are the random numbers generated by i v , and k represents the secret sharing threshold that is minimum number of fragments of messages for recovering the original message.
In order to ensure the success and safety of recovering, the number of vehicle involved in cooperative recovery is not less than k pieces and the number of attackers is not more than t.
The best value of k when   To ensure the safety and keep generality of message recovering, the Lagrange interpolation algorithm is used to recover Mi by AP. A polynomial is defined by
The parameters of specific simulation scenario are set as shown in Table 1 . 
Utility verification of vehicle privacy protection
The relationship between the average exchange entropy and the simulation time is depicts as Figure 1. [1(a)] Figure shows that the expected and actual exchange entropy under different traffic conditions. We can see that the the average exchange entropy when the number of vehicles is 750 will be higher 59% than 200. The reason is that the vehicle will meet more other vehicles and so the more chances to exchange pseudonym. However, the actual average exchange entropy is lower than the expected value because that the attacker in the network will have an impact on the pseudonym exchange. Figure, we can obtain that the comparison of pseudonym exchange mechanism between the proposed scheme in this work and scheme proposed in PCSS [8] . And average exchange entropy decreases as the proportion of malicious vehicles increases. The reason is that the more malicious vehicle, the fewer exchange number, and even exchange pseudonym with attackers. But no matter under what circumstances, the average exchange entropy of the proposed scheme in this work is still surpass the PCSS.
Utility verification of message privacy protection
The relationship between message expose rate and the proportion of malicious vehicles is shown as Figure 2(a) .
From the [2(a)] Figure, we can see that the message expose rate increases with the proportion of malicious vehicles increases. It is obvious that the message expose rate is utmost under without any protective measures, and we also can obtain that the message expose rate may be increased under attackers execute traffic analysis. The reason is that malicious vehicles can gain more information about origin messages by analyzing message pieces. Besides, the expose rate can be decreased about 18% with the message pieces increase.
With the increase of the density of vehicles, the exposure rate of the four mechanisms is relatively stable as shown in Figure 2(b) . Besides, although the secret sharing is utilized in the proposed scheme and DAPP [10] , the message exposure rate of DAPP is still 10% higher than our scheme because there is lack of vehicle privacy protection in DAPP. In addition, we also can see that the proposed mechanism has the lowest message exposure rate about 5%, while the paper [11] has the highest leakage rate around 56%, and the message exposure rate of [12] is 18% higher than our scheme. 
Conclusions
To solve the problem of vehicle privacy and message leaks, we propose a privacy protection mechanism based on secret sharing. In the proposed scheme, it mainly consists of two parts that are the pseudonym exchanging and the message fragmentation. The pseudonym exchange scheme uses pseudonym to hide the real identity of the vehicle, and exchange entropy is used to evaluate the condition of pseudonym exchanging. The mechanism of message fragmentation utilizes the secret sharing scheme to divide the origin message into some fragments and then will be recovered. The security and performance analysis result show that the proposed mechanism can satisfy the safety requirements and vehicle privacy, message exposure rate are all improved.
